
OVERVIEW

POTENTIAL

      SoMee Social is a platform that prioritizes user privacy and autonomy. Strong 
incentives are built in to encourage user interactions and quality content with the 
goal of cultivating a cohesive community building. SoMee Social provides several 
avenues for earning rewards, starting with content monetization, and reward 
earning options for active participation in the community or for sharing your data 
if you choose to do so. SoMee Social is a blockchain based platform governed by 
the existing  token and an economic system powered by the  token.$ONG $SAT

      The Cardano custom blockchain integration will provide the SoMee 
Community with many benefits, including reduced gas fees, unique meta data 
features that will improve privacy, data control and allow users to leverage 
that control (and SAT) toward monetization of specific data points in SoMee’s 
Ad-Share system.



Ad-Share allows brands to purchase SAT, then advertise and target during a 
campaign using geographic and demographic targeting methods as they 
normally would, yet also allows advertisers to enable a setting whereby their 
target audience can target them back.



Users who choose to participate can share custom data points that bring 
significant value to brands and advertisers that will maximize the success 
during an advertising campaign. The entire system runs on SAT which will 
drive value to all participants of the Ad-Share system that includes brands, 
end users and influencers.

      will replace G-Bucks as the advertising based 
token, but will be the ONLY token used for advertisers to 
pay for their campaign. Also, influencers will need $SAT to 
participate in the $SAT Elite campaigns that offer higher 
monetization amounts and special perks. This will drive 
significant utility for $SAT and create more demand for 
“stacking SATs” as the platform expands advertising and 
increases the amount of influencers participating in these 
campaigns.

$SAT

TOKENOMICS

SoMee is a Gamified 

Social Hub with 


Privacy Control and 

Monetization Options

TOTAL SUPPLY

1,000,000,000

70.7 mn SAT 

Circulating at Launch

INITIAL MCAP

$450,000

T+30 -> 15% unlock

M4 to M13 -> Linear unlock 85%

Contract Address of V2

0xc9F1016d336ef77AeE75Fc11Ad64C5Ecf9121332
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